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THE COLOURS

A natural colour spectrum defines the new Spring Summer Collection 25.
The colour range extends from light to strong dark tones.

In the brown shades, we find light beige and cream at the light end of the palette and cognac and 
tobacco as the stronger colours in the range. Dark navy and greyish blue define the shades of blue. 
Sage is a soft green tone, while khaki is the stronger alternative. The current orange shades range 
from cinnamon yellow and dusty peach to strong burnt orange.
Ash grey and black are in a league of their own.

TREND COLOURS

We are seeing more light off-white, earth tones, greyish blue and mild sage and the broad spectrum 
of orange tones. Navy and black are the all-time classics and should never be missing from the colour 
range.

MATERIALS

The new FS25 collection has been specially developed to cope with changing climatic conditions, 
offer optimum comfort, and ensure a stylish appearance.
Special attention was paid to the selection of outer fabrics and materials in order to provide the  
perfect jacket as a reliable and ideal companion for all weather conditions.
The combination of functionality and modern design guarantees a stylish appearance and comfor- 
table wear in all weather conditions.

COTTON AND COTTON BLENDS

These outer fabrics ensure comfortable and natural breathability and are ideal for summer  
temperatures.

LIGHTWEIGHT 100% ORGANIC COTTON WITH A SLIGHTLY SHINY COATING

This fabric is characterised by its lightness and silk-like feel. The light coating gives the fabric an 
incredible lustre and is perfect for summer temperatures.

COTTON/NYLON FABRIC WITH A TWILL STRUCTURE

This material combines the advantages of cotton and nylon, offering durability and a pleasant feel. 
Casual, piece-washed shirt jackets are offered in this modern material variant. Unwashed, this mate-
rial is interpreted in blazers in various shapes.
In both material variants, these styles are great companions for the summer.

COTTON/LINEN

This interesting blend of materials is available in casual styles. Buttoned shirt jackets, lightweight 
blousons and safari-inspired styles are ideal for warm days and summer.

LIGHTWEIGHT MICRO VELOURS 

These fine velours fabrics are not only particularly light, but also very soft to the touch and have a 
velvety texture. They are hard-wearing and easy to care for, making them ideal for lightweight jackets
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HIGH-COMFORT MATERIALS

JERSEY DOUBLEFACE FABRICS

These fabrics are the ideal material for unlined jackets as they can be processed on both sides. Thanks 
to their light and casual feel and, in particular, the combination of material and finish, these overshirts, 
blazers and buttoned college bomber jackets are comfortable and extremely cosy to wear.
Ideal jackets for mild temperatures.

LIGHTWEIGHT POLYESTER WITH A STRETCH EFFECT AND A SPORTY CRINKLE LOOK 

This quality combines lightness and flexibility with high breathability and an interesting texture.
A functional 3-layer polyester material with a stretch effect is perfect for rainy days.
This material keeps you reliably dry and is pleasant to the touch.
Nylon/stretch with a slightly textured surface stands out thanks to its special surface and is  
comfortable due to its elasticated content.
In general, materials with elasticated content offer excellent freedom of movement and comfort,  
making them perfect for any activity.

SUPER-LIGHT MATERIALS

ULTRA-LIGHT NYLON WITH A LIGHTLY GROUND SURFACE

The outer fabric is manufactured using a special dyeing process and is given a sporty and dynamic 
look when washed. This special manufacturing technique creates the on-trend powdery colours.

LIGHTWEIGHT NYLON/POLYESTER 

This material impresses with its lightness but also with its extremely soft and pleasant feel. The styles 
in collection 1 have a very light 60g DUPONT SORONA padding.

LIGHTWEIGHT NYLON/STRETCH

Super light, highly flexible and also highly water-repellent – with these characteristics, this material 
can catapult itself into the favourites league. Jackets made from this material make the ideal (travel) 
companion par excellence. The models in collection 1 have a light 60g DUPONT SORONA padding.

SILHOUETTES 

Blousons and bomber jackets are still very much in vogue.
Overshirts and shirt jackets are the newcomers to the modern casual look.
Functional short coats should not go unmentioned.
Jackets in elasticated fabrics are the favourites simply because of their comfort, which they owe to 
their elasticated content.
On the current topic of hybrid jackets, lightweight quilted jackets in combination with 3D knitted  
sleeves are offered in Collection 1.
One interesting item is a reversible blouson with a nylon/stretch outer fabric and a reversible side  
with a heat-pressed “quilted design”. This jacket can be worn with the smooth or quilted side facing 
outwards. The outer and inner sides also differ in colour. In no time at all,
you can conjure up additional combination options with one jacket. In Collection 1, this jacket is lightly 
padded with DUPONT SORONA.
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NEW PRODUCTS

Casual jersey doubleface fabrics are among the season’s rising stars, and are available in casual,  
unlined styles.
Lightweight polyester with a stretch effect in a sporty crinkle look is a new material that emphasises 
the casual character of the jackets and also significantly enhances their comfort.
High-quality micro velours and functional materials have been given ample consideration in terms of 
functionality, lightness and comfort for SS25, particularly due to climatic changes. 


